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The War on Family
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This special issue of The New American
contains evidence from renowned
professionals braving the establishment to
call out Covid and the so-called Covid
vaccines as biowarfare. Since the
introduction of “the jab” in late 2020,
significant statistics have been moving in the
wrong direction: increasing death rates,
spikes in chronic diseases, a pandemic of
infertility, etc. Those who point out these
facts are stifled and marked as deniers,
haters, and spreaders of disinformation.

Yet these problems didn’t start with masks, lockdowns, and jabs. Covid is following the age-old game
plan in the depopulationist war against humanity, which targets families to bring about its destructive
aims. In 2020 and 2021, the journal Frontiers in Psychology frequently reported rampant lockdown-
imposed psychological distress. The National Institute of Mental Health noted in 2023 that the “youth
suicide rate increased during the Covid-19 pandemic,” while Washington University in St. Louis
reported on the marked surge in domestic violence reports. Is it any wonder that so many clamored for
the touted solution to the madness, allowing themselves to be injected with a novel and (as it turns out)
lethal “vaccine”?

This war on families began thousands of years ago in the Garden of Eden, when Satan used Adam’s wife
against him, whispering the first lie to her in order to subvert and entrap her husband. Ever since,
mankind has been paying the price for heeding the “father” of lies, whom Our Lord called out in
speaking to the Deep State operatives of His own day: “You are of your father, the devil, and the desires
of your father you will do. He was a murderer from the beginning … for he is a liar, and the father
thereof.” (John 8:44)

Should we be surprised that the spiritual sons of this “murderer” are following suit, targeting the family
to destroy the earth? They’ve been honing their skills for centuries.

The devil’s progeny have often used wars, concocted famines, and genocide to carry out their aims,
wiping out great swaths of the population at once, causing even more long-term harm through ensuing
disintegration of family and culture. For example, both World Wars sparked critical declines in
population, not only due to battlefield deaths, but also due to subsequent declines in fertility rates,
according to the U.K.’s Royal Society. John Birch Society founder Robert Welch wrote in 1976 that one
of the reasons internationalist plotters inflicted these “artificially and deliberately contrived” conflicts
on the “civilized” world was “to break down traditional morals, customs and values as much as possible;
and to break up loyalties, relationships and circumstances that men had come to think of as permanent
and stable for the future.”

Destruction of an entire society is also the legacy of the Ukrainian famine of 1932-33. The Soviet
government under Joseph Stalin conducted this deliberate extermination, or Holodomor, which claimed
millions of lives. But survivors envied the dead, left as they were to deal with lasting consequences,
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which, according to the Holodomor Research and Education Consortium, included the disintegration of
families through untimely deaths, forced resettlement, and millions of orphaned children. “It created a
discontinuity in the normal development of the Ukrainian people,” wrote Irena Chalupa for Radio Free
Europe, “wip[ing] out millions of nationally conscious Ukrainians” and leaving only “the surviving
structures of Soviet Ukraine.” The affected generations did not survive to pass on their knowledge and
culture.

Far from stirring pity and remorse, horrific outcomes such as these only serve to whet bloodthirsty,
eugenic appetites. Thus the development of biological warfare, since depopulationists know that
diseases have statistically been even more effective than war at annihilating people and destroying
culture. Primitive attempts were relatively modest. The first on record occurred during the Siege of
Caffa in 1346, when Mongol hordes catapulted plague-infested corpses into the walled Genoese city to
spread the Black Death among its inhabitants. A similar tactic is believed to have been employed with
smallpox-infested blankets distributed to Native American tribes by British forces during the Siege of
Fort Pitt in 1763. 

Since then, the enemies of mankind have dreamt grander nightmares. In the foreword to the 1986 book
People as Animals, the late Prince Philip of England, a radical environmentalist, fantasized about his
own personal “reincarnation as a particularly deadly virus,” and five years later, famed oceanographer
Jacques Cousteau asked the UNESCO Courier: “Should we eliminate suffering, disease? The idea is
beautiful, but perhaps not a benefit for the long term…. In order to stabilize world population, we must
eliminate 350,000 people per day.” As if vying to fulfill these dreams, man-made viruses — and the
“vaccines” hyped as their remedies — are the latest weapons added to the deadly depopulationist
arsenal. 

Modern Holocaust
However, no war, famine, genocide, or bioweapon has ever come close to the extermination wrought by
the modern holocaust of unbridled abortion and artificial contraception, which together claim untold
numbers. The World Health Organization brags that more than 73 million abortions take place annually
worldwide. To put that number in understandable terms, it is equivalent to crashing 1,278 Boeing 737s
full of children every single day. Even that amounts to a mere a fraction of the lives lost to abortifacient
birth-control methods.

Less than a century ago, few countries worldwide allowed abortion, and primitive birth-control methods
remained stigmatized. Today, only a handful of countries ban infanticide, while contraceptives are
ubiquitous.

These astonishing about-faces occurred during the latter half of the 20th century, thanks to eugenicists
heavily funded by Rockefeller and Ford interests. Linda Royall, author of Sacrifice: The Abortion
Conspiracy, notes that when leading 20th-century eugenics advocate Margaret Sanger founded the
International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) in 1954, the depopulation-promoting Neo-
Malthusian League was simultaneously dissolved, “and all their clinics for abortion and sterilization,
along with organization funds, were rolled under IPPF.” Today, the organization is the world’s leading
provider of abortion and birth control.

Annual abortion and contraceptive statistics represent more than individual lives lost. Families are
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decimated or even destroyed by these means, and because the family is the building block of society
and the cornerstone of culture, civilization is ravaged as well.

Birth rates worldwide have predictably nosedived since IPPF’s unholy advent, according to data from
the Population Division of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs. The average fertility rate
in a majority of countries is now less than two children per woman, whereas in the 1950s it was more
than four. Today’s low rates, warns the Population Research Institute, mean that each preceding
generation is failing to replace itself; infrastructures and economies are increasingly strained, and
cultures are dying. Even liberal outlets express concern. A kinship study published in December’s
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA projected a global 38-percent decline in living
relatives for individuals aged 65 by the year 2095, as compared to 1950. In some countries, such as
Canada, the percentage climbs to a mind-numbing 76-percent decline.

Vice as a Weapon
This destructive transformation has happened gradually over the course of many decades, with the
initiating cause long separated from its catastrophic effects and therefore more difficult to pinpoint. The
culprit is more clearly seen by way of a striking analogy. In a 2003 Newsweek article titled “Iraqi Vice,”
Christian Caryl described what happened to that country after the sudden influx of “Western” influence
following Operation Iraqi Freedom, which “liberated” its inhabitants from Saddam Hussein’s dictatorial
grasp.

“Before the invasion, Iraq was one of the world’s most tightly controlled societies,” Caryl notes. Alcohol
was severely restricted, pornography and immoral entertainment were banned, illegal drug use was
virtually unknown, and “convicted prostitutes could be beheaded.”

Enter the liberating armies of the United States, and liquor stores, porn shops, and adult cinemas
materialized overnight. Hard-core drug use exploded, as did prostitution, while overall crime
skyrocketed. “Some people say the spread of such things is designed to weaken our society,” Caryl
quoted Baghdad police chief Colonel Daoud Selman. “Every day we hear it from people on the street,”
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he said. “Not just the religious people, but ordinary ones, too.”

Not-so-ordinary people also realize that freedom uncoupled from morality means slavery to vice. Less
than one year prior to the invasion of Iraq, former and future Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu suggested that the United States could topple Iran’s Islamic regime by transmitting lewd
programming via satellite television into the country. In testimony before the U.S. House Government
Reform Committee, Netanyahu offered as examples two popular shows of that decade — Melrose Place
and Beverly Hills 90210 — calling their beautiful, scantily-clad, materialistic, and promiscuous stars
“pretty subversive stuff,” well-suited to corrupt Iranian youth. By that corruption, the country would
collapse, he reasoned.

Will the Cradle Fall?
Our descent from a nation of virtue into a cauldron of vice happened more slowly. What bitter irony that
the destruction was wrought by the hand that is supposed to rock the cradle.

The modern feminist movement sprang from agitation for women’s suffrage, which was fueled by the
same oligarchs who staged the financial takeover of America, using their wives as frontmen for top-
down social engineering. Narcissa Cox Vanderlip, wife of Federal Reserve co-founder Frank Vanderlip,
was among the largest financial contributors to the movement. Another wealthy suffragette
philanthropist, Alva Vanderbilt Belmont, was married to Oliver Belmont, who helped usher in the
income tax and whose father had immigrated to the United States as a Rothschild agent.

“We don’t tend to teach about the suffrage movement as a major lobbying force, a major well-funded
organization in American political history — but it was,” Corrine McConnaughy told business media
outlet Marketplace. The George Washington University professor continued, “You’re talking money on
the order of what the major political parties had to spend. This is not just a few ladies sitting around
signing petitions.”

Their campaigning was deceitfully contrived. Prior to ratification of the 19th Amendment in 1920,
women already enjoyed full voting privileges in many states and territories, and some even held public
office. Indeed, whether one could vote oftentimes depended not on gender but, more logically, on real-
estate ownership, and was appropriately a decision left to states and localities.

Regardless, most women were not agitating for suffrage. The movement was a well-subsidized
propaganda campaign that spawned militant feminism, which succeeded in convincing women to be
dissatisfied with their exalted positions as mothers and homemakers, to demote themselves to “equal
rights” with men, to begin acting like men, then dressing like men, and finally, courtesy of the
transgender movement, to actually believe they are men.

Meanwhile, mothers have let go of their cradles, leaving the relatively few remaining to be rocked by
the sinister hand of the state — a state that now “rules the world” with its anti-family obsessions:
infertility, divorce, promiscuity, sex education, sodomitical unions, pornography, transgender issues,
human and drug trafficking, and suppression of truth. Each of these exponentially accelerates our
depopulation trajectory.

The solution is evident. Only a return to godly virtue can save our nation, with special adherence to one
of His first commands: “Be fruitful and multiply” within the confines of canonical marriage. Our future
literally depends on it.
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